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Form of manuscript
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- Title of the manuscript
- Abstract (250 words or less, structured for original articles)
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- Acknowledgements
- Main points
- Conflict of interest disclosure
- References
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Please use appropriate subheadings and arrange your text as follows:

Abstract

The abstract should contain four sections (for original articles only): Purpose; Methods; Results; Conclusion. Each section should comprise one paragraph, beginning with the name of the section in uppercase letters, followed by a colon: (PURPOSE: We aimed to report examples of ...)

Introduction

State briefly the nature and purpose of the work, quoting the relevant literature.

Methods

Include the details of clinical and technical procedures.

Research ethics standards compliance

All manuscripts dealing with human subjects must contain a statement indicating that the study was approved by the Institutional Review Board or comparable formal research ethics review committee. If none is present at your institution, there should be a statement that the research was performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki principles (www.wma.net/e/policy/b3.htm). There should also be a statement about whether informed consent was obtained from research subjects.

Results

Present these clearly, concisely, and without comment.

Discussion

Explain your results and relate them to those of other authors; define their significance for clinical practice.

Main points

“Main Points” should emphasize the most striking results of the study and highlight the message that is intended to be conveyed to the readers. These points should be constructed in a way which provides the readers with a general overview of the article and enables them to have a general idea about the article.
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Tables
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Figures
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